Organic/metal interfaces with tailor-made structural and electronic properties are currently the subject of an intense research effort.1–4 Organic molecules with functional groups support multiple interactions, often referred to as different bonding channels, with a metal surface. While the individual bonding channels depend on the (chemical) affinity of the respective part of the molecule toward the substrate, the final geometric and electronic structure of the interface is determined by the interplay between the different bonding channels. To tailor interface properties it is therefore important not only to understand and control the individual channels, but also to take into account their subtle interdependence.

An example is provided by 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) [Fig. 1(a)].5–11 It interacts with Ag surfaces via two coupled bonding channels.12 First, the oxygen atoms (primarily the carboxylic oxygens $O_{\text{carb}}$) and to a lesser extent the anhydride oxygens $O_{\text{anhyd}}$) bond covalently to the Ag surface atoms underneath. Second, there is metal-to-molecule charge transfer involving the entire molecule,7,13,14 which also leads to a partial rehybridization of the former lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (F-LUMO).15,16 This results in a covalent bonding of the perylene core (C$_{\text{peryl}}$) to the Ag substrate, which together with the van der Waals interaction forms the second bonding channel.17 The charge transfer into the F-LUMO changes the molecule internally towards a quinodal structure,18 hence increasing its structural flexibility and consequently reinforcing the local O-Ag interaction, with the result that the perylene core of the molecule is pulled even further towards the surface. The bonding of PTCDA to low index silver surfaces Ag(111),19–21 Ag(100),12 and Ag(110)22 therefore involves a synergism of the two bonding channels mentioned above.15 In fact, it has been suggested that the perylene core of PTCDA is pulled into the repulsive regime by the local O-Ag bonding channel13 has not yet been proven directly by structural means. In the work reported here we provide this proof by selectively altering the O-Ag interaction and measuring whether and how the perylene core responds, in terms of its adsorption height. This also allows conclusions regarding the coupling of the two channels. We achieve this by selectively replacing in the Ag(110) surface the Ag atoms below the oxygens with another metal (potassium). By substituting metal atoms locally only, we keep the structure of the surface below the perylene core essentially unchanged, such that the results of our experiment also lead to a deeper understanding of the PTCDA bonding to the pure Ag(110) surface.

PTCDA molecules are evaporated from a Knudsen cell onto the Ag(110) substrate kept at room temperature, and subsequently annealed. Potassium is then deposited from a commercial SAES getter source and the sample is annealed again. Annealing temperatures and times, which depend on the sample holder geometry, are given in the Supplemental Material.23 The K/PTCDA/Ag(110) interface is studied by a combination of high-resolution electron diffraction (SPA-LEED) and low-temperature ($\approx 5\ \text{K}$) scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) for lateral structure determination, normal-incidence x-ray standing waves (NIXSW) for vertical structures, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for chemical analysis, and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) for work function and electronic structure measurements. NIXSW was carried out at beamline ID32 at the ESRF. UPS experiments were performed at the beamline U125/2-SGM at BESSY II and partly in the home lab. Note that the K/PTCDA/Ag(110) interfaces studied here are different from the multilayers reported in Refs. 24 and 25.

Alkali metals are known to induce a missing row reconstruction on fcc (110) metal surfaces; i.e., they substitute the substrate atomic rows.26,27 In the case of K/Ag(110) it was observed that the surface reconstruction is a thermally activated process and that the period of the reconstructed surface depends on the amount of alkali metal deposited.28,29 At the same time, potassium as electropositive atom interacts with the electronegative oxygen atoms of PTCDA molecules,
as confirmed by density functional theory calculations.\textsuperscript{31} On the basis of these two facts, we expect it to be possible to substitute Ag atoms of Ag(110) below PTCDA oxygen atoms by potassium. This expectation is borne out by our results.

The thermodynamically stable phase of K/PTCDA/Ag(110) at the corresponding K coverage is the stripe phase [Fig. 2(a) left side, Figs. 2(d)–2(e)]. With a potassium coverage of 2–3 K atoms per PTCDA molecule, determined by XPS,\textsuperscript{23} this phase can be prepared under LEED control as a homogeneous overlayer on the Ag(110) surface [Fig. 2(f)]. The stripe phase is a regular arrangement of bright and dark terraces, both covered by PTCDA molecules. A kinematic simulation\textsuperscript{23} of the SPA-LEED data [Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)] indicates a unit cell with a length of 26 silver lattice constants in the [001] direction, consisting of a sequence of two PTCDA molecules on an up terrace (bright), two on a down terrace (dark), two on an up terrace, and one on a down terrace. Note that STM images, see, e.g., Fig. 2(a), reveal the presence of stacking faults which lead to local deviations from this sequence. The steps between the bright and dark terraces are monoatomic silver steps with the height of 1.44 Å.\textsuperscript{23} The terraces are covered by PTCDA monolayers, as manipulation experiments in which molecules are removed from the terraces with the STM tip show.\textsuperscript{23} Molecules order in a staggered arrangement perpendicular to the steps. The molecular layers exhibit the same order and internal contrast on the upper and lower terraces, revealing that the molecule-metal interface structure on both terraces is identical.

Although the appearance of the stripe phase is clearly correlated to the presence of potassium, the latter is not visible in STM images of the stripe phase. However, the visibility of individual K atoms in another phase, the X phase, where K atoms are imaged within the PTCDA layer [Fig. 2(c)], suggests that in the stripe phase K atoms are located in the surface, i.e., below the PTCDA molecules. This conjecture is supported by work function data\textsuperscript{23} and finally proven by NIXSW measurements of the vertical position of K atoms with respect to Ag Bragg planes.\textsuperscript{23}

We first discuss the work function data. Before annealing the K/PTCDA/Ag(110) interface, potassium is already in a partially ionic state, because the binding energy of the K 2\textsuperscript{+} 2p\textsubscript{3/2} core level, 294 eV, is close to the one of K\textsuperscript{+} (294.5 eV).\textsuperscript{32} At this stage, potassium is distributed in a disordered way above or within the molecular layer. This is confirmed by the significant increase of the secondary electron intensity in UPS\textsuperscript{23,33} after potassium deposition and by the lack of potassium-associated long-range order in LEED images. The positive charge of potassium and its negative image charge in the metal generate a contribution to the surface dipole that is responsible for a work function decrease of approximately 0.9 eV. Upon annealing of K/PTCDA/Ag(110), the long-range ordered stripe phase forms [Fig. 2(d)], in which, judging from the decreased intensity of secondary electrons, K atoms are now better ordered (see STM data discussed below). At the same time, the work function increases again by approximately 0.3 eV, suggesting that potassium moves towards the metal, thereby increasing the
total surface dipole again.\textsuperscript{34} This rearrangement is also implied by a 0.3 eV decrease of the K 2p\(_{3/2}\) binding energy, indicating an improved screening of the core hole by the metal. In fact, NIXSW experiments, in which we find a vertical position of K atoms coinciding with the Bragg planes, prove that in the stripe phase K atoms are at the same vertical positions of the Ag atoms [Fig. 1(c)].\textsuperscript{23}

Knowing that potassium is located in the Ag surface, we search for it in STM by applying special imaging conditions. Namely, we image the stripe phase with a bias voltage that probes a K resonance known from inverse photoemission spectroscopy of K/Ag(110).\textsuperscript{35} The corresponding STM image in Fig. 2(e) shows a periodic array of bright lobes within and across the up and down terraces. We attribute these features, which are absent for PTCDA/Ag(110), to the K atoms lying beneath the PTCDA molecules in the topmost Ag layer. Interestingly, STM shows that K atoms are located near the O atoms of PTCDA. This finding is confirmed by O 1\,s and C 1\,s core level spectra.\textsuperscript{25} In going from the K-free PTCDA/Ag(110) brick-wall phase [Fig. 2(b)] to the stripe phase, the binding energies of O 1\,s and C 1\,s core levels shift by +0.6 eV (O\(_{\text{carb}}\)), +0.8 eV (O\(_{\text{anhyd}}\)), and +0.4 eV (C\(_{\text{peryl}}\)); this can be explained by the presence of positively charged potassium in the vicinity of the PTCDA molecules (see below).

Concluding so far, the unambiguous evidence that potassium is both in the silver surface plane and located close to the oxygens of PTCDA confirms the feasibility of selectively separating O atoms of PTCDA from silver by inserting K atoms into the Ag(110) surface. Therefore, our goal to manipulate the oxygen bonding channel is indeed achieved [for this reason we refer to the stripe phase as PTCDA/K:Ag(110) from now on; a structure model is shown in Fig. 3], and we investigate now the effect of this local modification on the overall bonding of PTCDA to Ag(110), and in particular on the perylene core.

The molecular geometry in the PTCDA/K:Ag(110) system is shown in Fig. 1(c). Carboxylic and anhydride oxygens together with the functional carbons lift by approximately 0.30 Å as compared to PTCDA/Ag(110). This indicates a dramatic change of the oxygen-metal interaction. The K-O\(_{\text{anhyd}}\) distance of approximately 2.80 Å (see Table I and Fig. 3) is consistent with calculations for K-PTCDA crystals, which reveal a K\(^+\) ion coordinated by four carboxylic oxygens with K-O distances ranging from 2.55 to 3.00 Å.\textsuperscript{31} We note that typical K-O bonding distances amount to 2.51 Å\textsuperscript{36} in the KO\(_2\) molecule and to 2.71 Å\textsuperscript{36,37} or 2.92 Å\textsuperscript{37} in the KO\(_2\) crystal.

In contrast to the behavior of the O atoms, the perylene core changes its adsorption height by only 0.05 Å [Fig. 1(c)]. The direction of this change is consistent with the bonding model of Ref. 12 described above: Because the oxygen atoms move to a position higher than the perylene core, the perylene core can no longer be pulled by the functional groups into the repulsive interaction with the silver surface, and hence it must relax upwards, too, which indeed it does. However, its upward relaxation is much smaller than the shift of the oxygens. This is a direct indication for the existence of an attractive interaction between the perylene core and the silver substrate (C\(_{\text{peryl}}\)-Ag bonding channel). Therefore, for the PTCDA/K:Ag(110) system the existence of two bonding channels\textsuperscript{12} is proven by the present NIXSW results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PTCDA/Ag(110)</th>
<th>PTCDA/K:Ag(110)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C(_{\text{peryl}})</td>
<td>2.59 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.64 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_{\text{fuct}})</td>
<td>2.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.73 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_{\text{carb}})</td>
<td>2.32 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.63 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_{\text{anhyd}})</td>
<td>2.41 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.76 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. (Color) Top (a) and side (b) view of the structure model of the PTCDA/K:Ag(110) stripe phase based on STM and SPA-LEED data (a\(_x\) = 4.09 Å). The unit cell (3 0 0 26) is marked in orange. SPA-LEED, STM, and angle-resolved UPS data indicate a small tilt (2\(^\circ\)−7\(^\circ\)) of the molecules away from the [001] direction. Positions of K atoms (green) along [110] and of PTCDA molecules relative to the substrate along [110] are not known, but XPS data suggest the largest influence of K atoms on O\(_{\text{anhyd}}\). Hence, molecules have been placed such that O\(_{\text{anhyd}}\) are on top of K.
The question now arises as to whether the existence of the Cperylen-Ag bonding channel can be transferred to the bonding of PTCDA on the pure Ag(110) surface. We know from our structural investigations (see above) that the geometric structure below the perylene core is not affected by potassium. By comparing the electronic structures of the PTCDA/K:Ag(110) and PTCDA/Ag(110) interfaces we now show that the bonding situation of the perylene core is comparable for the two interfaces.

Figure 4 shows UPS data for the two interfaces. On incorporation of potassium, both the former highest occupied molecular orbital (F-HOMO) and the F-LUMO shift to larger binding energies (F-LUMO: 0.78 eV → 1.14 eV; F-HOMO: 1.91 eV → 2.38 eV). We note that this shift is nearly rigid (to within 0.11 eV). We can explain all observed binding energy shifts, including those of core levels which were mentioned earlier, by the electrostatic field which is produced by the positively charged potassium and which acts on the photoelectrons from PTCDA, either by an initial or a final state effect or a combination thereof. The initial state effect is connected to the potassium-induced electric potential at the positions of the PTCDA molecules, which increases the energy required to remove an electron to infinity, while the final state effect arises because the positive charge of the potassium freezes the surrounding electron density which therefore becomes less effective in screening the photohole left behind the emitted photoelectron, leading to an increased binding energy. We note that the shift of the C 1sperylen core level (0.4 eV) is approximately equal to the ones of F-LUMO (0.36 eV) and F-HOMO (0.47 eV), which follows naturally, because the photohole of both frontier orbitals is localized mainly on the perylene core of the molecule. Moreover, on the basis of our structural model in Fig. 3 we expect that the XPS binding energy shifts are larger for O carb atoms than for C atoms, and yet larger for O anhyd, in agreement with our experimental results. The fact that the binding energy shift of the F-LUMO is slightly smaller than that of the F-HOMO can be explained by the 0.05 Å upward relaxation of the perylene core, which is coupled to a decreasing F-LUMO binding energy. The analysis of the electronic structure hence suggests that the existence of the Cperylen-Ag channel can be transferred from PTCDA/K:Ag(110), where we have observed it directly, to PTCDA/Ag(110), although details may be different due to the electronic synergism between the two channels. The existence of the Cperylen-Ag channel for PTCDA/Ag(110) is also confirmed by a density functional theory calculation including a semiempirical van der Waals correction which reveals an enhanced charge density between the perylene core and the Ag(110) surface.

In conclusion, we have successfully achieved the selective local modification of one bonding channel of a functionalized organic molecule, by local substitution of potassium into the metal surface. We have proven that on Ag(110) both bonding channels of PTCDA that are discussed in Ref. 12 indeed exist. Moreover, we have observed a moderate coupling between the bonding heights of the functional groups and the perylene core, showing that both channels influence each other. We anticipate that the approach taken here to analyzing the surface bonding of multifunctional adsorbates is of general validity. Because of the distinct affinities of the two bonding channels towards chemically different regions of the reconstructed Ag(110) surface, the periodicity of the missing row reconstruction in the PTCDA/K:Ag(110) system is defined by the geometry of PTCDA. By tuning the length of the carbon backbone of the molecule, the period of reconstruction can hence be controlled effectively.
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2. FIG. 4. (Color) UPS data of PTCDA/Ag(110) and PTCDA/K:Ag(110) integrated over the polar angle interval [1°, 60°] with the azimuthal angle fixed along the [110] direction of the substrate (Ref. 23).